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It is engraved with the number The trunk is architectural: Then it disappears through limbs and needles, rising
another 10 stories into blue sky. Out of my pack I pull a spreadsheet that Howard Stoner, a retired
mathematics professor from Troy, e-mailed to me. Over the past 10 years he has measured and tagged every
big white pine in this grove. He discovered that this is the tallest tree on record in New York State. Five of
them are taller than the Statue of Liberty, base to torch. Collectively they are known as the Grove sometimes
called the Elders Grove. Kudish has known this grove since he came to teach at the college in the s. He is now
on a quest to map what remains of all primeval forest in the Adirondacks and Catskills. Kudish calculated the
age of the elders by counting the rings of large, downed trees in the area. The Grove trees are among the oldest
in the East. The woods on every side of the acre grove have been cut at some point. So why do the elders get
to die of old age? Stoner guesses that early loggers were unsure of property lines and may have decided to err
on the side of caution, leaving a buffer zone. Today the stand is part of the Forest Preserve a disjointed
fragment of the Saranac Lakes Wild Forest , where logging is prohibited. The nearby Adirondacks led him
into a subculture of citizen scientists who study charismatic megaflora. I wanted to learn this stuff. It was very
fascinating. So then I spent 10 years or so pretty seriously measuring trees, most every other weekend,
year-round. Instead of hiking every weekend I was out measuring trees someplace. There are no trail markers,
and the trip entails a short bushwhack, so carry a map and compass or GPS Latitude Just east of the hamlet of
Easy Street where the speed limit changes from 40 to 55 , park by a gated logging road on the south side of
Route Walk in on the logging road to a large clearing. Orient yourself and follow another logging road south
out of the clearing. About a quarter mile from Route 86 you come to a power line. Turn left on the power line
and walk up the hill about a thousand feet. Fifty yards before the utility pole at the top of the rise, turn south
and bushwhack downhill into the woods another thousand or so feet. You have found the grove when you see
large white pines marked on the north side with silver tags above eye level. Tree is the most easterly. The
grove is part of the Saranac Lakes Wild Forest.
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Smith and Emmitt James Smith, Jr. Emmitt rushed for over yards in 45 of the 49 games he started for
Escambia including the last 28 in a row and finished with a 7. When he falls flat on his face, remember where
you heard it first. During the sixth contest against Memphis State , Smith injured his knee and was forced out
of action for several weeks. The Gators lost the game in which he was injured plus their next three games, and
with starting quarterback Kyle Morris also injured, they were unable to muster a single touchdown over 14
quarters of play. He finished the campaign with Florida records for rushing yards in a season 1, , rushing yards
in a single game versus New Mexico in October , longest rushing play 96 yards against Mississippi State in ,
career rushing yards 3, , career rushing yards per game In all, Smith owned 58 school records at the
conclusion of his Florida career [13] [18] despite playing on Florida teams with virtually no passing game,
which made him the focal point of opposing defenses. In , he registered 1, rushing yards and 12 touchdowns.
He also clinched the first of four rushing titles, after tallying yards against the Atlanta Falcons in the season
finale. In , he missed all of training camp and the first 2 regular season games. The Cowboys lost both contests
with rookie Derrick Lassic running in his place. With the season in jeopardy the Cowboys relented and
reached an agreement, making Smith the highest paid running back in the league. On October 31, his rushing
yards against the Philadelphia Eagles set the single-season franchise record. His career signature game came in
the season finale against the New York Giants , with the Cowboys desperately trying to clinch the NFC East
title and a first-round bye in the playoffs, Smith suffered a first-degree separation in his right shoulder during
the first half, but still finished with total yards and played a key role in a overtime win. The next season saw
Smith led the league with 21 rushing touchdowns, a new career-high despite battling a hamstring pull late in
the season. In , Smith became the first player in league history to rush for 1, rushing yards or more in five
consecutive seasons and set the NFL record with 25 rushing touchdowns. Smith, Jim Brown , Adrian Peterson
and LaDainian Tomlinson are the only players with seven straight ten-touchdown seasons to start their careers.
In , he scored his th career rushing touchdown and surpassed 10, career rushing yards, becoming just the
twelfth player in league history and the youngest one to reach this milestone. With 1, rushing yards in , Smith
became the first player in NFL history with 11 consecutive 1, yard seasons and the first to post eleven 1,yard
rushing seasons in a career. In , he reached the goal he set as a rookie, finishing the season with 17, career
yards and breaking the NFL rushing record previously held by Walter Payton against the Seattle Seahawks.
After the season, the Cowboys hired head coach Bill Parcells who wanted to go with younger running backs
and released Smith on February 26, The injury forced him to miss 6 games, and he eventually finished the
season with rushing yards and averaged just 2. He posted rushing yards and 9 touchdowns. He also became the
oldest player in NFL history ever to throw his first touchdown pass, throwing a yard touchdown strike on a
halfback option play , the only passing attempt of his career. Smith had 1, rushing yards, 11 rushing
touchdowns and averaged 3. He also had receiving yards, 0 receiving touchdowns and averaged 7. He was not
re-signed by the Cardinals and signed a one-day contract for one dollar with the Dallas Cowboys, after which
he immediately retired with the team he had played with for most of his career. The total of his rushing yards,
receiving yards 3, and fumble return yards gives him a total of 21, yards from the line of scrimmage, making
him one of only four players in NFL history to eclipse the 21, combined-yards mark. Smith also accumulated
several NFL postseason records, including rushing touchdowns 19 , consecutive games with a rushing
touchdown 9 , and yard rushing games 7. His 1, yards rushing is also top on the NFL postseason chart, and he
shares the total playoff touchdown mark of 21 with Thurman Thomas. Smith is one of only five NFL players
who have amassed over 10, career-rushing yards and career receptions. Playing style[ edit ] As a runner, Smith
was consistently effective, though not dazzling in style. NFL career statistics[ edit ].
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A key competency for any archivist starting out or moving up is the ability to negotiate a fair and equitable
salary. Statistics show that accepting a smaller salary than you deserve can cost you thousands over the course
of your career, so it is well worth investing the time to develop the skill of negotiating with a potential
employer. The Association of College and Research Libraries ACRL recently published this research on the
salary negotiation patterns between men and women in academic libraries. Beth Myers, Smith College If ever
there was a reason to celebrate, a successful job search is at the top of the list. For most people there is a
palpable relief that so much hard work is in the rearview mirror â€” mulling the posting and potential
ramifications of getting a new job good, bad, and unknown , crafting and submitting the application, the
waiting, the interview s , the reference calls, the waiting. But in other ways hard work still lies ahead and few
other psychological roadblocks loom as large for so many people as the salary negotiation. The negotiation
period places the job seeker and organization making the offer in a nebulous sociocultural-economic space
loaded with assumptions, guess work, power dynamics, and awkwardness. Like an ABD distinction for PhDs,
the salary negotiation period conveys the status of incomplete or perhaps uncertain successâ€”a journey not
yet finished. Not all jobs come with a period of negotiation for salary and benefits, let alone so-called perks.
Some first offers are also final offers due to internal constraints that are rarely visible to the job candidate.
Term positions, hourly positions, and entry-level salaries are often, but not always, fixed. Some organizations
are more transparent in the process than others, but none that I know of completely reveal the boundaries or
wiggle room or define exactly what is on offer. In the absence of specifics, most job candidates are forced to
guess at the limitations of the offer: Where is the real ceiling and where is the real floor? All the while, a
psychological ripple begins for the job candidate: How much do they like me? What if I ask for too much?
The reverse of this can also be true. Hiring managers often function under institutional pressure to keep labor
costs low. If too low, the best candidates may well and rightly be out of reach. There are steps a candidate can
take to enter the negotiation period with confidence that, with some luck, will result in a quadam victoria â€”
certain victory or, more likely, certain compromise. First and most important is knowing what your red line is.
The red line is the package that you need in order to live the quality of life that you require. The red line is
so-called because it is non-negotiable, solid, and inflexible. The red line exists so that you know well in
advance what it will take to complete the negotiation and at what point you are willing to walk away
regardless of how tempting the job might be. That includes school tuition discounts and family leave support
not otherwise determined by the federal government. There are a bevy of tools out there to help you determine
the economics of your job transition. One of the more oft-cited is the living wage calculator from MIT. There
are other ways to do your research a bit closer to the profession. Some of these sources are dated now, but can
be instructive: Initial Results and Analysis by Robin H. It is also important to gather as much unofficial
information as possible. Tap your professional networks and friends and, by extension, their networks and
friends. Although there is a general reluctance in U. Ask around â€” public academic and government job
salaries and grades are typically posted publicly; academic and corporate jobs are as often obscured.
Sometimes the only way to get a sense of the salary is to ask friends or former employees at that institution. If
quality of home life is a main motivator to change jobs, talk to people who live in the area. The more you
know, the better prepared you will be. Once you have done the homework, determine your red line. Remember
to consider the full package on offer, not just the pre-tax salary. Do some soul searching: How much do you
really want the job? No job is perfect, no institution is perfect. Even self-employment has its drawbacks. What
a new position offers is potential and hope. That hope can be for advancement. How does the job fit in the
longer professional trajectory? That hope can be for a better work environment and culture. How do people get
along at work? How does the institution support its workers? That hope can be for a better living environment.
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Is it time to leave the city for the town or vice versa? Although it would be easier to reduce a prospective job
to the salary, such an approach ignores the real impact and complexity of making a professional move. A few
more suggestions to keep in mind prior to starting your salary negotiations: Know that everyone wants a
positive outcome. While it is important and reasonable to have high expectations about the offer, be prepared
to compromise. It is likely that your initial salary number will be high and the first offer low. This is a 5K, not
a sprint. There are also practical concerns when negotiating salary. Typically negotiations will take place over
the phone. You will likely be negotiating with the person who will be your supervisor, but it might be a
representative from human resources or another person in the organization who is authorized to negotiate.
Typically the first offer comes from the employer. Keep notes on the conversation to reflect on later. If you
feel pressure or are uncertain, ask for a little time to think about the offer. Twenty-four hours is common, but
you can ask for more time. If the offer is truly too low and below your red line, tell the employer and provide a
counter offer. If you think the negotiation is not moving forward productively, you can ask to speak to
someone in human resources although responses to that request will vary by institution. What kind of tech
package do you need to be successful on the job? What support is guaranteed for professional development
and training and professional association memberships on an annual basis? What support will the institution
offer for a trailing partner or spouse? Is there a chance for a one-time signing bonus? Are funds for continuing
education for advanced degrees and certifications available? Does the institution support paid leave for
research and scholarship? Does the institution offer subsidized housing? No matter how high the stress or
emotions involved, avoid ultimatums and framing your needs in absolutes. This is a poor negotiation tactic in
any circumstance! Instead, frame your needs from a practical point of view. Throughout the negotiation,
restate your commitment to the job, the specific ways in which hiring you will benefit the organization, and
the unique skills and abilities you will bringâ€”all of which translates to how you are worth the investment.
Finally, no deal is final until you get the offer in writing from the institution, so hold off on making any public
announcements or giving notice at your current position until that all-important letter arrives.
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He suffered from pneumonia as a child, but still grew to be an athletic youth. That record for m was finally
beaten by Tyson Gay on May 16, , just over 44 years later, [8] though Smith still holds the record for the
slightly longer yard event. Smith also won the national collegiate yard He repeated as AAU meter champion
in and made the Olympic team. In the race, teammate John Carlos powered out to the lead through the turn,
while Smith got a slow start. Coming off the turn, Smith charged past Carlos and sped to victory. Knowing he
had passed his training partner and closest foe, his victory was so clear, he raised his arms to celebrate 10 m
before the finish line. Still, he improved upon his own world record that would last for 11 years until Pietro
Mennea would surpass it on the same track. Video on YouTube pre- Olympic trials interview anticipating
potential action The m winners podium was the stage for arguably one of the most iconic moments of the 20th
century. As people railed against Apartheid in South Africa and racial segregation in the United States , Smith
and Carlos raised their fists to show solidarity with people fighting internationally for human rights. They
were booed and forced out of the Games by the president of the International Olympic Committee at the time,
Avery Brundage. The third man on the podium, a white Australian named Peter Norman , was vilified by his
home nation for wearing his OPHR badge in solidarity. As the boycott failed to achieve support after the IOC
withdrew invitations for South Africa and Rhodesia, he decided, together with Carlos, to not only wear their
gloves but also go barefoot to protest poverty, wear beads to protest lynchings, and wear buttons that said
OPHR. In an immediate response to their actions, Smith and Carlos were suspended from the U. Brundage,
who was president of the United States Olympic Committee in , had made no objections against Nazi salutes
during the Berlin Olympics. They thought it was very positive. Only America thought it was bad. Following
their suspension by the U. Olympic Committee, they faced economic hardship. About how Muhammad Ali
got stripped of his title. About the lack of access to good housing and our kids not being able to attend the top
colleges. With personal records of In August , he gave Olympic triple gold winner Usain Bolt of Jamaica one
of his shoes from the Olympics as a birthday gift. We were not Antichrists. We were just human beings who
saw a need to bring attention to the inequality in our country. There was nothing but a raised fist in the air and
a bowed head, acknowledging the American flag â€” not symbolizing a hatred for it. In , the Sydney City
Council heritage listed the mural to safeguard it, after it had faced possible demolition in to make way for a
railway tunnel.
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Smith's Class of will be chosen from a record 5, applicantsâ€”a [six] percent increase over last year and a 31 percent
increase over " For the past several years, Smith College has seen consistent increases in their application pool, with
more students from diverse backgrounds.
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Came to Smith after spending six seasons at Amherst College as an assistant and head coach While at Amherst,
Hersey helped guide the Mammoths to a record as well as an appearance in the NESCAC Quarterfinals.
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NORTHAMPTON, Mass. - The Smith College volleyball team opened up the Volleyball Hall of Fame Tournament with a
loss to Bates Friday evening at Ainsworth Gymnasium.
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